BMC TrueSight Operations Management 10.5 Integration with IT Data Analytics

Course Overview
The BMC TrueSight Operations Management 10.5 Integration with IT Data Analytics course describes the integration of TrueSight IT Data Analytics with TrueSight Operations Management 10.5. It also describes the features and functionalities of TrueSight IT Data Analytics, such as collecting data, searching data, generating a notification, and using the ITDA dashboards.

Course Objectives
- Provide an overview of BMC TrueSight IT Data Analytics 2.5
- Provide an overview of BMC TrueSight IT Data Analytics 2.5 integration with TrueSight Operations Management 10.5
- Provide a walkthrough of the features and functionalities of BMC TrueSight IT Data Analytics 2.5
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COURSE ABSTRACT

COURSE ACTIVITIES
N/A

ACCREDITATION AND CERTIFICATION PATHS
N/A

DISCOUNT OPTIONS
» Have multiple students? Contact us to discuss hosting a private class for your organization
» Contact us for additional information

Course Modules

Module 1: Introduction to TrueSight IT Data Analytics
» Introduction to TrueSight Operations Management 10.5
» Overview of TrueSight IT Data Analytics
» ITDA Architecture

Module 2: Installing and Integrating IT Data Analytics
» Installing ITDA
» Integrating ITDA with TSOM
» Accessing the ITDA Console

Module 3: Using IT Data Analytics
» Navigating the ITDA Console
» Collecting Data
» Using ITDA Search
» Managing Notifications
» Managing ITDA Dashboard
» Supported APIs